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Abstract Northern Tibetan Plateau uplift and global climate change are regarded as two important factors
responsible for a remarkable increase in dust concentration
originating from inner Asian deserts during the Pliocene–
Pleistocene period. Dust cycles during the mid-Pliocene,
last glacial maximum (LGM), and present day are simulated with a global climate model, based on reconstructed
dust source scenarios, to evaluate the relative contributions
of the two factors to the increment of dust sedimentation
fluxes. In the focused downwind regions of the Chinese
Loess Plateau/North Pacific, the model generally produces
a light eolian dust mass accumulation rate (MAR) of 7.1/
0.28 g/cm2/kyr during the mid-Pliocene, a heavier MAR of
11.6/0.87 g/cm2/kyr at present, and the heaviest MAR of
24.5/1.15 g/cm2/kyr during the LGM. Our results are in
good agreement with marine and terrestrial observations.
These MAR increases can be attributed to both regional
tectonic uplift and global climate change. Comparatively,
the climatic factors, including the ice sheet and sea surface
temperature changes, have modulated the regional surface
wind field and controlled the intensity of sedimentation
flux over the Loess Plateau. The impact of the Tibetan
Plateau uplift, which increased the areas of inland deserts,
is more important over the North Pacific. The dust MAR
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has been widely used in previous studies as an indicator of
inland Asian aridity; however, based on the present results,
the interpretation needs to be considered with greater
caution that the MAR is actually not only controlled by the
source areas but the surface wind velocity.
Keywords Asian dust  Tibetan Plateau uplift 
Climate change  Pliocene  Paleoclimate simulation

1 Introduction
Asian mineral dust, one of the most significant dust sources, is fundamentally important to the study of global and
regional climate change (e.g., Miller and Tegen 1998;
Arimoto 2001; Harrison et al. 2001). Mineral dust can
affect the climate both directly and indirectly. The direct
effect of mineral dust is to significantly absorb and scatter
both solar radiation and terrestrial thermal emission in the
atmosphere, therefore influencing the radiation budget
(e.g., Tegen and Lacis 1996; Miller et al. 2004; Mahowald
et al. 2006b). Indirect effects of the dust aerosols are the
modification of cloud properties and cloud lifetimes and,
by acting as condensation nuclei, changes in cloud-precipitation physics (e.g., Rosenfeld 2000; Ramanathan et al.
2001; Lohmann and Feichter 2005). From a long-term
perspective, dust aerosols can substantially impact the
global biogeochemical cycles (Duce et al. 1991) by providing nutrients for terrestrial and aquatic organisms and
enhancing the carbon uptake of land and ocean ecosystems.
Particularly, the presence of dust aerosols may result in a
decrease in the atmospheric CO2 concentration and is
hypothesized to be one of the triggers of glacial periods
throughout the Pleistocene (Martin 1990). As a result,
atmospheric mineral dust, its variations in amount and
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effects on climate and the radiation budget over different
timescales, have attracted a great deal of attention (e.g., Liu
et al. 2004; Gong et al. 2006; Porter and An 1995).
The history of eolian dust from inland Asia can be
traced back to 22–25 Ma ago (Guo et al. 2002; Sun et al.
2010; Qiang et al. 2011). Originating from inland Asian
deserts, eolian dust can reach as far as the American continent via the transpacific transport (Duce et al. 1991).
During the transport process, a large amount of eolian dust
is deposited over the downwind regions. The Chinese
Loess Plateau, located to the southeast of Asian deserts, is
widely recognized as formed of eolian dust (Liu 1985).
Loess sediments, which cover an area of 440,000 km2 with
a thickness of 150–300 m, provide continuous records of
Asian inland aridity and paleo-wind intensity for millions
of years (An et al. 1991, 2001; An 2000). Additionally, the
environmental information is preserved in deep ocean
sediments, e.g., in the Pacific Ocean (Rea 1994), thousands
of kilometers from the dust sources. Among early sediment
studies, variations in sedimentation rate and mass accumulation rate (MAR) from terrestrial and marine sediments
were used as indicators of the atmospheric dust budget and
associated inland aridity (Rea et al. 1998; Kohfeld and
Harrison 2001, 2003; Sun and An 2005). The sedimentary
sequences from the Loess Plateau show a remarkable shift
in the dust deposition rate in the Pliocene (Sun and An
2005). Dust deposition during the glacial periods of the
Pleistocene is several times higher than during interglacial
periods such as at present (Petit et al. 1999). Similar results
are obtained from marine sediments in the North Pacific
(Rea et al. 1998) although MARs and grain-sizes are much
smaller due to the longer transport distance.
The Tibetan Plateau (TP) has long been considered as
one of the possible forcing factors of the Cenozoic climate.
Modeling investigations indicate that the existence of TP
has remarkably affected the Northern Hemisphere climate
(Manabe and Terpstra 1974), especially the local aridmonsoon system over Asia (Ruddiman and Kutzbach 1989;
Ramstein et al. 1997; Fluteau et al. 1999). After the uplift,
the monsoon system and related summer precipitation were
enhanced over coastal regions (Prell and Kutzbach 1992;
Liu and Yin 2002). The inland aridity of Asia has been also
intensified (Ruddiman and Kutzbach 1989; Kutzbach et al.
1993), which significantly raised the dust source areas and
may have contributed to the MAR increases. Thus, in
previous studies, the increasing deposition flux during PlioPleistocene was usually assumed to be associated dynamically with the phased uplift of the TP (Rea et al. 1998; An
et al. 2001) and with the related evolution of the East Asian
monsoon (An et al. 2001), although a controversy exists
whether part of the TP uplifted during the Plio-Pleistocene.
Some studies argue that the TP reached its maximal height
at the Miocene (Burbank et al. 1993; Turner et al. 1993;
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Spicer et al. 2003) and no significant uplift events have
occurred over the TP in the recent geological period
(Molnar and Stock 2009; Molnar et al. 2010). However,
other researchers hold distinctly different views and
believe significant uplift of the northern TP occurred about
4–2.6 Ma ago (Shackleton et al. 1988; Zheng et al. 2000;
An et al. 2001), although the uplift of the entire plateau
began much earlier. Till now, the potential effect of
northern TP uplift at this time is still not clear.
On the other hand, other factors, especially the development of ice sheets in the Northern Hemisphere, have also
been proposed to play a role in increasing the inner Asian
aridity (An et al. 2001; Sun and An 2005; Lu et al. 2010).
Compared to the mid-Pliocene (ca. 3.3–3.0 Ma), the
cooling during glacial cycles can be mainly explained by
the expansion of ice sheets, the decrease in sea surface
temperature (SST) and the reduction in atmospheric CO2
(Dowsett et al. 2009; Haywood et al. 2000; Joussaume and
Taylor 1995). As the cooling enhanced, the source regions
over inner Asia become much drier and intensified the
eolian dust production (Lu et al. 2010). However, the
question of how the two factors, Tibetan uplift and climatic
cooling, affect the eolian dust deposition over land and
ocean is yet to be answered.
Numerical modeling has been shown to be a powerful
technique for investigating dust-climate interactions. Over
the past 20 years, modeling studies of mineral dust aerosols, including dust response and radiative feedback, have
been widely conducted (e.g., Miller et al. 2004; Laurent
et al. 2005, 2006; Zhao et al. 2006). Substantial effort has
been made to explore dust-climate interactions during
periods such as the last glacial maximum (LGM; Andersen
et al. 1998; Tegen et al. 2001; Tegen 2003). The enhanced
deposition rate during the LGM is considered as a consequence of the glacial climate, which reduced the hydrological cycles, increased wind speeds, and lengthened the
transport pathways (Joussaume 1990). The importance of
long-term expansions of dust source areas induced by
changes in vegetation has been emphasized, particularly for
the high-latitude regions (Mahowald et al. 1999), and the
radiative feedback of atmospheric dust has been evaluated
during glacial time (Claquin et al. 2003). Mineral dust
modeling in conjunction with geological data collection
has increased the knowledge of dust-climate interactions in
the history of climate change. However, on a longer
timescale, little has been reported as to the impact of tectonic and climatic forcing on the dust variability over Asia.
In this paper, we report simulating the atmospheric dust
cycles for mid-Pliocene, LGM, and present-day to quantify
the relative contributions of the northern Tibetan uplift and
climatic factors to the large increases of dust deposition
during Plio-Pleistocene climatic cooling from mid-Pliocene to Quaternary glacials (e.g., LGM) or interglacials
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(e.g., present day). Methods, including model description
and experimental design are presented in Sect. 2. We
introduce a dust source scheme to calculate the desert
distribution scenarios during typical time periods, and a
simple modification is added to accurately estimate the
MAR over the Loess Plateau. The results are analyzed and
discussed in detail in Sects. 3 and 4, and Sect. 5 is a
summary of our study.

2 Model and methods
2.1 Model description
The National Center for Atmospheric Research’s
(NCAR’s) Community Atmosphere Model version 3
(CAM3) (Collins et al. 2004) with a dust module is used for
this study, and has been widely used to simulate past,
present, and future climate changes. CAM3 is the atmospheric component of Community Climate System Model
version 3 (CCSM3), a coupled atmosphere–ocean-land-sea
ice model (Collins et al. 2006). A detailed description of
this model can be found in Mahowald et al. (2006a).
The dust mechanism generally follows the Dust
Entrainment and Deposition Module (DEAD; Zender et al.
2003). The dust sources are assumed to be dry, non-vegetated regions and the fractions are determined within the
Community Land Model version 3 (CLM3). In the default
version of the model, the satellite-based vegetation climatology used for the land surface calculations is employed to
determine dust source areas (Bonan et al. 2002). In our
study, we will replace the default source areas for special
geological periods with those computed with a new dust
source scheme (see Sect. 2.2).
The threshold friction velocity is calculated following a
semi-empirical parameterization (Iversen and White 1982)
and dust can be entrained into the atmosphere when the
friction velocity exceeds the threshold. The inhibition of
dust saltation by soil moisture (Fecan et al. 1999) is taken
into account by increasing the threshold velocity in moist
soils and the predicted soil moisture is provided by CLM3.
The model assumes that the optimal size for saltation
occurs at about 75 lm for typical conditions on Earth
(Iversen and White 1982). Once the threshold friction
velocity is confirmed, the horizontal saltation flux is calculated and converted to a vertical dust mass flux with the
sandblasting mass efficiency (Marticorena and Bergametti
1995; Alfaro et al. 1997).
A bin-method is used to independently transport discrete
non-interacting mass classes. Generally, only particles with
sizes less than 10 lm can reside in the atmosphere long
enough to transport significant distances downwind. Four
transport bins (0.1–1.0, 1.0–2.5, 2.5–5.0, and 5.0–10.0 lm)
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are performed. Dust deposition flux is calculated including
both dry and wet deposition. The simulation of dry deposition processes is based on the parameterizations of
gravitational settling and turbulent mix-out, and wet
deposition, or the scavenging of mineral particles by water,
is treated using a modified method of Rasch et al. (2006).
2.2 Dust source scheme
From the beginning of inner aridity about 22–25 Ma ago,
Asian desert areas have been considered to spread gradually (Guo et al. 2002) in connection with remarkable
fluctuations after entering the Quaternary glacial-interglacial cycles (Sun and An 2005). Although there is no
question that the aridification in inland Asia intensifies
through time, we know little about the spatial distribution
of deserts at typical timeframes in the past, particularly,
before the Pleistocene. Hence, defining the distribution of
deserts is a critical factor in dust modeling. From the
annual precipitation originating from the Climate Prediction Center merged analysis of precipitation (CMAP)
datasets (Xie and Arkin 1997), the regions with less rain,
which usually locate in the inner continents, correspond to
the desert (bare) areas on the European Space Agency
(ESA) global land cover map (not shown); therefore, we
simplify that the developments of Asian deserts are
dominated by annual precipitation. In our scheme, the dust
source areas are chosen based on the simulated annual
precipitation levels.
Based on present-day CMAP precipitation and simulated precipitation differences, the annual precipitation
levels of typical periods over the Asian continent are calculated and the dust source maps are defined. The land
grids where precipitation is less than 200 mm/a are defined
as arid regions (the desert fraction equals to 1). Those grids
with annual precipitation lower than 300 mm are defined as
semi-arid regions (the desert fraction equals 0.5). For the
exclusive exploration of Asian dust effect, only the dust
sources north of 25°N and east of 40°E on the inner Asian
continent are considered and those out of these regions
(e.g., Sahara, Europe and North America) are excluded in
the present study.
2.3 Experimental design
Two simulation series are conducted to simulate the dust
variations during the mid-Pliocene, LGM, and present day
(Table 1). Before the online experiments, offline simulations, without the dust module, were performed to calculate
the dust source distributions in three typical periods following the scheme described above. In the present-day
experiment (abbreviated as PDnd), we use the historical
sea surface temperature (AMIP SST, Hurrell et al. 2008)
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Table 1 Experimental design
Experiments

Boundary conditions (present CO2 concentration and orbital parameters)
Topography

Land cover

SST

Dust module

Dust source

PDnd

Modern

Modern

AMIP

No

–

LGMnd

PMIP

ICE-5G

PMIP

No

–

MPnd

PRISM3D; new elevations of Himalaya-Tibet regions

PRISM3D

PRISM3D

No

–

LTPnd

Modern; new elevations of Himalaya-Tibet regions

Modern

AMIP

No

–

Pre-processing

Dust-experiments
PD
LGM

Modern
PMIP

Modern
ICE-5G

AMIP
PMIP

Yes
Yes

PD
LGM

MP

PRISM3D; new elevations of Himalaya-Tibet regions

PRISM3D

PRISM3D

Yes

MP

LTP

Modern; new elevations of Himalaya-Tibet regions

Modern

AMIP

Yes

MP

PD2

Modern

Modern

AMIP

Yes

Observation

LGM2

PMIP

ICE-5G

PMIP

Yes

Mahowald et al. (2006a)

averaged for 1950–1993. In the LGM experiment
(LGMnd), we follow the PMIP framework (Joussaume and
Taylor 1995), and for the mid-Pliocene experiment
(MPnd), the PRISM3D datasets including the topography,
land covers, and monthly SST are employed (Dowsett et al.
2009). The PRISM3D datasets have reconstructed the
boundary conditions during the mid-Pliocene (3.3–3 Ma)
and the topography of the Himalayas and the TP is indistinguishable from the present. However, whether significant uplift occurred during this period is still debated;
therefore, in this study, we modified the TP elevation
quasi-ideally in order to include the possible contributions
from TP uplift. Based on previous studies (e.g., Zheng et al.
2000; An et al. 2001), the elevation of the southern TP
(including the Himalayas) is kept unchanged but the elevation over the northern TP and the Mongolian Plateau has
been reduced (Fig. 1). In the northern Tibetan and Mongolian Plateaus, a reduction in altitude of a mean value of
650 m and a maximum of 1,400 m is used. In addition, one
experiment (LTPnd), using all modern conditions except
lowering the northern TP elevation to the same as in MPnd,
is made to test the effect of northern Tibetan uplift on
the dust sources. All experiments are performed at a
horizontal resolution of T42, corresponding to approximately 2.8° 9 2.8°, which represents well the change in
the northern TP.
Four corresponding online experiments (abbreviated as
PD, LGM, MP, and LTP for present day, LGM, mid-Pliocene, and lower-northern-TP, respectively) using our dust
source scenarios are made to explore the relative contributions of Tibetan uplift and climatic factors by simulating
the mineral dust variations of the mid-Pliocene, the LGM,
and the present day. Since the source distributions are very
similar in the outputs of MPnd and LTPnd, for simplicity,
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Fig. 1 Mid-Pliocene topography (shaded) and differences between
Mid-Pliocene and present-day (contoured) over Asia. Unit: m

we use the MP sources in the LTP experiment. Thus, the
contribution of Tibetan uplift, including the effects of the
source and circulation changes can be isolated as the difference in PD and LTP. Meanwhile, the residual fraction,
after removal of the uplift effect from the difference
between LGM and MP (LGM-MP-(PD-LTP)), can be
regarded as the contribution of climatic factors. The
satellite-retrieved present desert areas in surface land use
data from EROS Data Center Distributed Active Archive
Center (EDC DAAC), and the tuned LGM source (LGMtune2, Mahowald et al. 2006a) are considered (PD2 and
LGM2) for comparison. In all the simulations, the orbital
parameters are set to modern values and CO2 concentration
is set to 280 ppmv, thus impact of CO2 decrease on global
cooling is actually neglected. In the present study, no
radiative feedback from mineral dust is included. After a
15-years spin-up, each simulation is integrated for another
15 years and the results are averaged and analyzed.
Our regions of focus are around the Loess Plateau
(105–115°E, 33–38°N) and the North Pacific (170–200°E,
40–50°N). Two typical geological proxies for MAR
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variations covering the past 3–4 Ma are chosen for comparison: one is from the loess-paleosol sequence from the
Zhaojiachuan/Lingtai sections in the Chinese Loess Plateau
(Sun and An 2005; http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/
loess.html); and, the second is from marine sediments
from ODP 885/886 (Rea et al. 1998; http://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/paleo/metadata/noaa-ocean-5826.html).
2.4 Dust mass accumulation rate estimates
Only very small particles (usually smaller than 10 lm in
diameter) can transport long distances in the stratosphere.
The particle range in our model can be compared to the
reconstructed MAR with acceptable errors over the North
Pacific, which is far from the source regions. However,
over the Loess Plateau, very close to the inland deserts, the
grain sizes from loess sequences can reach more than
60 lm, creating an inherent mismatch in the grain size
distributions between the model and the loess records. A
simple modification following Mahowald et al. (2006a) is
added to address the discrepancy. The total MAR is
calculated as
MARtotal ¼ MAR\10lm =f\10lm
 MAR\10lm =f\16lm  ð8=5Þ
where f is the fraction of bulk sediment with an assumed
even size distribution in the loess. Hence, 5/8 of the fraction of bulk sediments smaller than 16 lm can be taken as
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a reasonable estimate of the fraction smaller than 10 lm.
Nugteren and Vandenberghe (2004) reported the occurrence of fine-grained components smaller than 16 lm in
the loess, and results for the interglacial/glacial period
indicate the fraction of fine-grained components ranges
from 32–65%/15–52% and averages about 53/37% over the
entire Loess Plateau. For the mid-Pliocene, we have
insufficient information to reconstruct the averaged grain
size fractions, and we use the present time fraction as an
approximation to calculate the mid-Pliocene MARs.

3 Results and analysis
3.1 Atmospheric circulation and dust source
distributions
From the offline experiments, the influences of Tibetan
uplift and global climatic factors on atmospheric circulation and precipitation are indicated (Fig. 2). For simplification, the climatic cooling from mid-Pliocene to
Quaternary glacials (e.g., LGM) is divided into two parts;
the cooling from mid-Pliocene to interglacial stages (e.g.,
PD), and from interglacial to glacial stages. The surface
wind velocities over source regions are slightly stronger
before the uplift of the northern TP, because the uplifted
areas have partially blocked the diffusion of westerly surface winds (Fig. 2a). The annual precipitation is reduced

Fig. 2 The differences in
annual-mean surface wind
velocity (shaded) and springmean surface wind vector (left
panels) and the differences in
annual precipitation (right
panels) between Exp.LTPnd
and Exp.PDnd (a, d), between
Exp.LGMnd and Exp.PDnd (b,
e), and between Exp. MPnd and
Exp.LTPnd (c, f)
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by about 200 mm over inner Asia except the northern TP in
the PDnd experiment, thus the inland aridity is largely
intensified (Fig. 2d). The higher annual precipitation over
the northern TP is linked to the increased snowfall during
winter due to the uplifted topography. Over the coastal
regions, the present precipitation is also significantly
increased with an intensified summer monsoon system. In
contrast, the effects of the cooling are quite different.
During the glacial period, the expansion of high-latitude
ice sheets and reduced SST led to a global cooling of
2.1°C, compared to present day, and, subsequently,
reduced the annual precipitation in most regions in Asia,
especially in the monsoon-dominated and high-latitude
inland regions (Fig. 2e). The surface wind speeds over
source regions also increased significantly with the
enhancement of the westerlies (Fig. 2b). In the MPnd
experiment, an increase of 1.7°C in the global annual
temperature is simulated, compared to the LTPnd, and is
primarily a result of SSTs warmer than present. The warmer condition induced a decrease in the surface winds over
the inner Asian continent (Fig. 2c) because the SST reformation during mid-Pliocene decreased the thermal contrasts and weakened the monsoon and westerly systems;
however, it did not significantly affect the annual precipitation over this region (Fig. 2f).
The dust source maps in three periods are shown in
Fig. 3. In the mid-Pliocene, the desert areas of inland Asia
are very limited, mainly in northwestern China and central
Asia (Fig. 3c). After the uplift of the northern TP, inland
Asia became much drier and the dust sources expanded
eastward and southward to the coastal regions. At present
day, the arid/semi-arid areas cover most inner Asia regions
south of 50°N, even occupying the Arabian Peninsula to
the west (Fig. 3a). Our present desert scenario largely
Fig. 3 The dust source
fractions (0.5, light yellow,
semi-arid; 1, dark yellow, arid)
over inland Asia calculated
from our scheme: a PD;
b LGM; c MP; d LTP. The
spatial coverage is limited to the
north of 25°N and east of 40°E
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agrees with that from satellite-observed EDC DAAC land
use datasets. The newly developed deserts in northeastern
China, such as the Horqin sandy lands, are associated with
human activities (Han et al. 2010; Li et al. 2009). During
the LGM, the deserts did continue to spread northward to
60°N but not substantially (Fig. 3b). Our simulations
indicate that the aridification is partly suppressed in Mongolia and northwestern China (arid to semi-arid). Comparison of our simulation with another LGM dust source
map (Mahowald et al. 2006a) indicates reasonable agreement in inner Asian regions; however, our desert fraction is
larger in some regions, and we do not account for the effect
of river and lake valleys on dust sources. Further, the
sources calculated from the LTPnd experiment have very
similar distributions with those from the MPnd (Fig. 3c, d),
indicating the different climatic conditions (SSTs and land
covers) during the mid-Pliocene exerted a negligible
impact on the dust sources. Therefore, the inland aridity of
Asia since mid-Pliocene can be mainly associated with the
uplift of the northern TP while Quaternary glacial cooling,
even during LGM, plays only a minor role.
The Asian inland aridification is remarkably enhanced
for both summer and winter with the northern TP uplift, by
the thermal and dynamical effects of the topography
(Fig. 4). In summer, as the northern Tibetan uplifted, the
TP heat source is reinforced, leading to an intensified
upward airflow over the northern plateau. The intensified
upward airflow is compensated by the peripheral downward motion (Fig. 4a), inducing relative infrequent rainfall
over inland Asia. Meanwhile, the water vapor content in
the low-troposphere is also significantly reduced due to the
blocking effect of the northern TP uplift on the moisture
transport (Fig. 4a). In winter, the westerly jet is divided by
the TP into two branches, located respectively to the south
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Fig. 4 Cross sections of the differences in the atmospheric circulation (vector, the units are m/s for the meridional velocity and 200 Pa/s for the vertical pressure velocity, respectively) and in the
relative humidity (contour) between Exp.PDnd and Exp.LTPnd
averaged for 70°E and 100°E in summer (JJA, a) and in winter
(DJF, b). The topography in Exp. PDnd is shown as blank for
reference

and north of the TP. The northern TP uplift can dynamically block the northern branch of the westerly and force it
to drift further northward, producing an intensified anticyclone over this region. The inner Asian continent is thus
under the control of stronger subsidence and the dry condition becomes dramatically worse (Fig. 4b).
3.2 Eolian dust cycles
The simulated global dust budgets during three typical
periods are shown in Table 2. We can see the magnitudes of
dust deposition and column burden are dominated by the
dust mobilization flux. A dust emission rate of 3,540 Tg/
year is simulated at PD and the corresponding optical depth
is 0.023. From previous studies (Rasch et al. 2001; Reddy
et al. 2005), the globally averaged optical depth of mineral
dust is considered to be around 0.03. Given deserts outside
of inland Asia are neglected in this study and that Asian dust
contributes about half of the total global budget, the simulated dust loading is larger due to different desert fractions
than in the former study (Mahowald et al. 2006a), but is still
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within the uncertainty range from 8.9–35.9 Tg (e.g., Tegen
and Lacis 1996; Ginoux et al. 2001; Reddy et al. 2005;
Hoose et al. 2008). Asian dust emission increased by a
factor of 1.6 during the LGM causing strong deposition flux
and heavy atmospheric loading. However, the amount of
dust aerosol is significantly lessened in the mid-Pliocene
period due to reduced source areas and warmer conditions.
The lifetime of dust aerosols changed from 1.4 days in
the mid-Pliocene to 1.7 days in the LGM with the gradual
decrease in the large particle fraction in the atmosphere,
because large dust particles have shorter dry deposition
lifetimes. Furthermore, dust lifetime is affected by the
variations in precipitation by changing the wet deposition
rate. The fractions of the four dust size bins in atmospheric
loading are shown in Table 3. The large particles (larger
than 2.5 lm) residing in the atmosphere are reduced by
about 3% during the LGM. Similar results were obtained in
previous studies (Delmonte et al. 2004; Mahowald et al.
2006a). The decrease in large particles would lead to a less
important dry deposition rate and an increase in dust
lifetimes.
The basic patterns of dust deposition fluxes in the three
scenarios are consistent in finding the largest depositions
close to the source regions, particularly in central Asia and
northwestern China (Fig. 5). After the expansion of the
deserts eastward into northeastern China during the present
time, a dust center becomes evident in the region (Fig. 5a).
However in our model, the dust center appears to be
slightly larger compared to those in other regions primarily
due to heavy emissions induced by strong surface winds.
Dust from central Asia is mainly transported eastward
towards the Pacific, which is in agreement with modern
observations (Mahowald et al. 2009). During the LGM, the
deposition fluxes increased by a factor of 1.7 compared to
the present day. The eastward dust delivery is intensified as
a consequence of increased source areas and wind velocity
(Fig. 2b, 3).
The simulated and reconstructed MARs over the Loess
Plateau and the North Pacific are compared in Fig. 6. In
general, we can reproduce the averaged MARs quite well,
particularly, over the North Pacific, which is far from dust
sources. In these two regions, simulations using other dust
sources have analogous results during the LGM and the
present. Differences in the MAR of over an order of
magnitude between the Loess Plateau and the North Pacific
suggest that our model could simulate both dust transport
and deposition processes. During the mid-Pliocene, the
regional averaged MAR is 0.28 g/cm2/kyr over the North
Pacific (Fig. 6a). During the present and LGM stages, the
MARs have significantly increased to 0.87–1.15 g/cm2/kyr,
more than twice as large as the MAR in the MP. Due to the
limited resolution of the eolian records, we cannot distinguish the differences in the MAR between glacial and
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Table 2 Basic dust budgets
Experiment

Dust source
(Tg/year)

Dry deposition
(Tg/year)

Wet deposition
(Tg/year)

MP

1,892

1,299

589

LGM

5,696

3,997

LGM2

5,413

3,780

PD

3,540

PD2
LTP

Column
burden (Tg)

Total lifetime
(days)

Optical
depth

7

1.4

0.010

1,688

26

1.7

0.041

1,649

22

1.6

0.037

2,423

1,100

16

1.6

0.023

3,028

2,051

973

13

1.5

0.021

1,990

1,354

629

8

1.4

0.011

(a) ODP885/886

Table 3 Mass contributions of four bins for atmospheric loadings
1.6

Diameter (lm)

1.2
1.15

0.1–1
(%)

1–2.5
(%)

2.5–5
(%)

5–10
(%)

MP

12

31

21

36

LGM

14

32

22

32

PD

12

31

23

34

MAR(g/cm 2/kyr)

Atmospheric loading
(%)

0.8

0.87

0.4
0
40
30

0.28

(b) ZJC/LT
24.5

20
11.6
7.1

10
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000 Kyr

Fig. 6 Simulated averaged dust MARs over North Pacific (a) and
Loess Plateau (b): MAR levels from our dust source maps are marked
as red triangles and blue dash lines; The figures show the
corresponding value of MARs, respectively; The curves indicate the
geological reconstructed MARs (ODP 885/886, black; ZJC/LT, grey)
for comparison; The period of Quaternary (*2.6 Myr) is shown as
yellow shaded

Fig. 5 The simulated dust deposition fluxes (g/cm2/kyr) originating
from Asian deserts for present-day (a), LGM (b), and mid-Pliocene
(c)

interglacial periods, but the mean value of 1.01 g/cm2/ky in
the Pleistocene is consistent with the reconstructed MAR
level.
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Compared to mid-Pliocene (7.1 g/cm2/ky), the dust
deposition flux over the Chinese Loess Plateau has been
intensified at present day although the simulated MAR is
slightly larger during interglacial periods than has been
observed (Fig. 6b). The MAR during the LGM (24.5 g/
cm2/ky) is twice as large as that of the present (11.6 g/cm2/
ky) and the numbers agree with loess data from ZJC/LT
sections. Estimating the MARs over near-source regions is
much more difficult than over distant oceans, because the
dust accumulation flux is very sensitive to the distance
from the dust sources. Distances of hundreds of kilometers
can lead to large eolian MAR variations. Simulations,
using dust source maps from modern observations or tuning methods, show results supporting the theory that our
dust source scheme can reasonably produce past desert
distributions. In the present, observed desert distributions
result in mean MAR values of 0.82 g/cm2/ky over the
North Pacific and 9.4 g/cm2/ky over the Loess Plateau.
During the LGM, the tuned dust sources raised the MARs
to 1.2 g/cm2/ky over the North Pacific and 21.9 g/cm2/ky
over the Loess Plateau.
The increase in global dust is clearly linked with a
strengthened intensity during the dust emission seasons
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over source regions and during the deposition seasons over
the downwind regions (Fig. 7). Seasonal emissions have
obviously increased in central Asia. At present, heavy dust
emission from central Asian deserts persist until autumn
despite a spring—early summer peak in dust concentration
(Fig. 7a). However, the emission was much weaker during
the emission seasons in the mid-Pliocene. The mineral dust
deposition over the Loess Plateau is concentrated in the
emission area in the simultaneous season, but in the North
Pacific, due to the delivery distance, the maximal deposition flux occurs 1–2 months later (Fig. 7b).
The dry (wet) deposition processes contribute to the
total MARs in varying amounts during different periods
and at different locations (Fig. 8). During the mid-Pliocene, a large fraction (63%) of dust particles was removed
over the Loess Plateau by dry deposition processes. At
present, the monsoon-related precipitation is greatly
enhanced and the fraction of dust particles removed by
precipitation is raised to 55%. During the LGM, the
monsoon became weaker and a higher fraction of dry
deposition flux (54%) was observed. During the three
periods, the minimum fractions of dry deposition are found
during summer when the East Asian monsoon brings

plentiful rainfall. Over the North Pacific, wet deposition
becomes the dominant means of dust removal (around 90%
in all scenarios). In distant regions, gravitational settling is
minimal as the particles are generally fine enough to reside
in the atmosphere. Although precipitation has obvious
seasonality and often reaches its peak during winter, the
interannual variability has limited effect on the contributions of wet depositions, because the small atmospheric
loading in these regions renders wet deposition fluxes relatively insensitive to precipitation.

Fig. 7 a Monthly mean dust emission fluxes (Tg) from Asian deserts
and b Monthly mean dust deposition fluxes (10-12kg/m2/s) over
Loess Plateau (top, solid line) and North Pacific (bottom, dashed line)
during present-day, LGM, and mid-Pliocene

Fig. 8 Simulated seasonal cycles of relative contributions of dry
deposition (%, marked line) and referenced monthly precipitation
rates (mm/d) over Loess Plateau (a) and North Pacific (b) during
present-day, LGM, and mid-Pliocene

3.3 The contributions from tectonic and climatic
forcing
Here, we try to quantify the relative roles of climatic and
tectonic forcing in the dust sedimentation increment
between LGM and mid-Pliocene (LGM-MP). As previously discussed, the difference between experiments PD
and LTP is denoted as the contributions of Tibetan uplift
from the impact of changes in source areas and atmospheric circulation, despite the fact these effects could be
neither linear nor independent. The residual part [LGMMP-(PD-LTP)] originated from the climatic factors,
including the ocean temperature decrease and the ice sheet
expansion. The percentages in the dust mass accumulation
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rate over the Loess Plateau and the North Pacific are shown
in Table 4. In the near-source regions, the Tibetan uplift
plays a minor role (18.1%) in the variation of the accumulation rate, although the dust source areas are significantly increased. On the contrary, the climatic factors,
contribute to 53.0% of the MAR. In the North Pacific, the
contribution by the Tibetan uplift has increased significantly to approximately 39.2% indicating the dust variation
in distant regions is more sensitive to the expansion of
desert distributions.
The dust budget during the transport process is decided
by the initial emission amounts, thus the higher deposition
rate and atmospheric loading during the LGM originated
from larger emission flux. Hence, the desert distributions
and the surface wind velocities over these regions are
more important than the upper wind responsible for dust
transportation. The enhancement of inland aridification
over Asia is shown to be mostly due to the Tibetan uplift
(Fig. 2). It is critical to determine how the Tibetan uplift
and the cooling affect the surface winds and soil conditions over source regions. Debates exist between modern
atmospheric and paleo-climate communities as to the
timing of the occurrence of most dust mobilizations or
dust storms (Roe 2009). Our simulations consider the
heaviest dust emission to occur in spring since most dust
source regions are snow-covered in winter; thus, we focus
on the mean surface wind velocities in spring (Table 5;
Fig. 2). Consistent with previous studies (Liu and Yin
2002), our model shows the East Asian winter monsoon
was intensified by an increase of northerly winds after the
uplift of northern Tibet and is clearly seen in spring
(Fig. 2a). However, the uplifted areas block the diffusion
of westerly surface wind and weaken the total wind
velocity over most desert regions (Fig. 2a). The reduction
in wind velocity may partly counterbalance the effect of
desert expansion. During the LGM, the westerly surface
winds over dust sources, associated with the decreasing
surface temperature, are enhanced by more than 2 m/s
(Fig. 2c), but no remarkable changes are found in the soil
water content (Table 5).

Table 4 Percentages of dust mass accumulation rates over Loess
Plateau (105–115°E, 33–38°N) and North Pacific (170–200°E,
40–50°N): MAR in LGM is defined as 100%; the contribution of
climatic factors denoted as ‘LGM-MP- (PD-LTP)’; and northern
Tibetan uplift denoted as ‘PD-LTP’
Loess Plateau (%)

North Pacific (%)

MP

28.9

Climatic factors

53.0

36.4

Tibetan uplift

18.1

39.2

100.0

100.0

LGM
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24.4

Table 5 Dust-associated climatology in spring over source regions in
three periods
Experiment

Temperature
(°C)

MP

Wind velocity
(m/s)

Soil water content
(mm3/mm3)

11.2

3.18

0.20

LGM

5.9

3.70

0.24

PD
LTP

7.5
11.0

3.21
3.26

0.23
0.20

All values are calculated based on the LGM source areas

4 Discussion
Our simulations have produced the atmospheric dust aerosol content from the inner Asian continent during three
typical time-periods. Both variations in source areas and in
atmospheric circulation are taken into account. An obvious
increasing trend is detected throughout the whole PlioPleistocene period in the eolian deposit records over terrestrial and marine regions (Rea et al. 1998; Sun and An
2005). Compared to the mid-Pliocene, the dust emission
from Asian deserts increased by a factor of 1.9 in modern
times and 3.0 in the LGM. We ascribe the increase in dust
during the LGM primarily to the stronger surface winds
during emission seasons as well as source area changes
compared to the present day. Insignificant increases in
desert areas are found in inland Asia and, thus, we argue
that the intensified surface winds over source regions
associated with huge ice sheets might exert a more significant impact on dust emission. However, the importance of
surface winds is actually obtained from a regional perspective. Mahowald et al. (2006a) indicated that changes in
atmospheric circulation contribute less to the global dust
budget than desert increases including the large areas of
glaciogenic sources. As deserts outside inner Asia are not
considered in our experiments, our estimates of Asian
emission amounts, especially during the LGM, may be
slightly higher than those in previous studies, which range
from 1,400 Tg (Werner et al. 2002) to 9,000 Tg globally
(Mahowald et al. 1999).
Our studies indicate that the simulated dust deposition
flux is essentially controlled by the amounts of dust
mobilization, while dust transportation changes under
atmospheric circulation (e.g., the westerly and East Asian
winter monsoon) is of less significance, and the results are
consistent with previous researches (Luo et al. 2003;
Mahowald et al. 2006a). Thus, a similar relationship
between the MAR levels during these periods is shown in
the downwind regions. Comparisons between simulated
and observed MARs show slightly larger differences in the
Loess Plateau particularly during interglacial periods, but
are much more consistent over the North Pacific. The
differences may be due to larger desert fractions and
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inaccurate spatial distributions in inner Asia. Further,
neglecting the effects of CO2 fertilization on vegetation
(Mahowald et al. 2006a) in our dust source scheme can
contribute a certain amount to the model-observation differences. In addition, dry deposition is simulated to play a
more important role in eolian dust sedimentation processes
over the Loess Plateau during the LGM than at present. Our
results are similar to estimates using observed dust concentrations, size distributions, precipitation rates, and a
simple deposition model of the GRIP ice core (Unnerstad
and Hansson 2001). However, the relationship is not as
clear in the North Pacific since wet deposition flux is less
sensitive to the total precipitation.
Our study is the first attempt to include the tectonic
forcing in the simulation of mid-Pliocene dust budget. This
allows us to further quantify the relative contributions of
tectonic and climatic forcing in the variability of eolian dust
sedimentation rates during the Plio-Pleistocene. The
northern Tibetan uplift and the climatic factors have significantly changed the atmospheric level of mineral dust
through controlling both dust source areas and wind speeds.
In previous paleoclimate studies (An et al. 1991; Rea et al.
1998), MAR was widely accepted as a good approximation
of the variability of source region aridity, because it was
assumed that, after reaching equilibrium, MAR was independent of wind at large distances from the dust source (Rea
1994). However, mineral dust emission is not controlled by
dust source areas alone, but also by local surface wind
velocities. From this perspective, it may not be appropriate
to ascribe the MAR variations over downwind regions to the
phased uplift of the TP, although the uplift significantly
impacts the inland Asian aridity (Wang et al. 2006).
Distinct differences in the relative contributions to the
MAR between various locations are found. Over distant
regions, such as the North Pacific, the uplift plays a more
important role, consistent with the findings by Rea et al.
(1998). However, in the near-source Loess Plateau, the
climatic factors change the surface wind responsible for
emission and mainly affect the variability of the MARs.
Such differences in the relative contributions might explain
the significant increase in the MARs occurring earlier over
the North Pacific than over the Loess Plateau. The northern
uplift phase is thought to have been active in the period
of 4–3 Ma B.P., much earlier than northern glaciation
approximately 2.6 Ma ago.
Although our results are consistent with observations,
they might be model-dependent. The dust-climate model is
in an early stage of development and is tentatively reconstructing the dust cycle in modern and past periods. Only
small dust particles (\10 lm) are included in our model
and no attempt is made to reflect the changes over the
entire size range. Knowledge is either too limited or
unavailable to allow reconstruction of the spatial-coverage
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of dust sources over inland Asia in the mid-Pliocene.
Hypothesized desert scenarios are not accurate and lead to
somewhat unrealistic estimates, especially in the nearsource regions. We cannot simply associate the global
increase in eolian dust MARs with the northern Tibetan
uplift during Plio-Pleistocene period without considering
the effect of the climatic factors.

5 Conclusions
The atmospheric dust cycles from Asian deserts under
prescribed boundary conditions of mid-Pliocene, LGM,
and at present are simulated, and the relative contributions
of tectonic uplift and climatic factors for the increasing
sedimentation are quantified.
We found a nearly two-fold increase in dust loading to
occur during glacial times over the present, which is consistent with previous studies, and the atmospheric level of
dust aerosol to substantially increase over Asia from the
mid-Pliocene to the Pleistocene. A similar trend is noted in
the variability of dust sedimentation. Close agreement with
MARs in the downwind regions including the Loess Plateau and the North Pacific indicate that our dust source
distributions are reasonably reconstructed.
The increase in dust aerosol during the LGM principally
originated from the strengthened intensity during the dust
emission and deposition seasons. Strong dust emission
lasted from spring to early autumn in contrast to the
present, which has a distinct peak in the spring.
The relative contribution between dry and wet deposition processes is different for each location and period.
Over the Loess Plateau, dry deposition plays a significant
role in the whole sedimentation process with the most
intense fraction of dry deposition occurring during the
winter when the precipitation is the lowest. The importance
of wet deposition processes is substantially increased in the
north Pacific with a high percentage of 90%, however, the
seasonality of occurrence is unclear.
The increase of Asian dust aerosols during Plio-Pleistocene periods is attributed to both the climatic factors and
the Tibetan uplift. Comparatively, the cooling, which
changes the surface wind fields, mainly controls MAR
variations over the Loess Plateau; whereas the Tibetan
uplift, which increases the areas of inner Asian deserts,
influences MAR variations over the North Pacific.
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